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Dimensions:
 

Real Red:  8-1/2" x 5-1/2" (card base) & 4-1/4" x 1-1/2" (banner)
Whisper White:  4" x 5-1/4" (base layer) & 3-1/4" x 3-1/4" (greeting circle)
Foil Snowflakes:  1 gold snowflake

 
Instructions:
 

Stamp the largest detailed leaves stamp from the Good Tidings Stamp Set onto the top, right
corner and both bottom corners of the Whisper White base layer piece using the Garden Green
Classic Stampin' Pad (see picture). Ink the other large leaves stamp with the Garden Green ink
pad, stamp onto a scrap piece of paper, and then stamp on top of one of the stamped leaves on
the piece (called the Stamp Off Technique). Do the same with the other two stamped leaves.
Stamp the detailed long berries stamp into the middle of each of the stamped leaves using the
Real Red Classic Stampin' Pad. Using the Stamp Off Technique, stamp the other long, berries
stamp on top of one of the stamped berries with the Real Red ink pad. Do the same with the
other two stamped berries.
Stamp the stem stamp without dots onto each set of leaves/berries, using the Garden Green ink
pad. Using the Stamp Off Technique, stamp the stem stamp with dots on top of one of
the stamped stems with the Garden Green ink pad. Do the same with the other two stamped
stems.
Punch the right end of the smaller Real Red piece with the Banner Triple Punch, making sure to
insert the piece into the punch as far as it will go. Emboss the piece by running it through the Big
Shot with the Quilt Top Textured Impressions Embossing Folder. Attach it across the middle of
the stamped piece, lining the straight end of the banner with the left edge of the stamped piece.
Fold the Real Red card base piece in half (fold on left) to form the card base. Attach the
stamped piece to the card base.
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Stamp the "Good Tidings..." stamp onto the center of the smaller Whisper White piece using the
Real Red ink pad. Die-cut the greeting out using the largest, circle die from the Stitched Shapes
Framelits Dies. Attach a gold snowflake from the Foil Snowflakes onto the top, left half of the
greeting circle (see picture). Then, attach the whole thing to the center of the banner using
Stampin' Dimensionals.

 
Attach everything using SNAIL Adhesive, unless stated otherwise.
 
 
 

Good Tidings Photopolymer Stamp Set* - 144870 
Price: $21.00
 

Garden Green Classic Stampin' Pad - 126973 
Price: $6.50
 

Real Red Classic Stampin' Pad - 126949 
Price: $6.50
 

Real Red 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 102482 
Price: $8.00
 

Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 100730 
Price: $9.00
 

Foil Snowflakes* - 144642 
Price: $6.00
 

Big Shot - 143263 
Price: $110.00
 

Stitched Shapes Framelits Dies - 145372 
Price: $30.00
 

Quilt Top Textured Impressions Embossing Folder - 144687 
Price: $8.50
 

Snail Adhesive - 104332 
Price: $7.00
 

Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430 
Price: $4.00
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